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WOOD
ARCHITECTS

Date/:- 22 Dec, 2014

Dear Sir ./ Madam,

Planning Application Merklands Ref :- 14/01280/FUL

In connection with the reasons for refusal we do not think either the Design
Statement and the accompanying document by Stuart Eydmann had been properly considered
and as a result have decided to appeal.

Despite development plan policy conflicts the proposal should be supported on account of its
exceptional and appropriate design and siting. The development is modest in scale and will make a
positive contribution to the locality rather than detract from its existing setting and character, thus
demonstrating the qualities of effective 'placemaking' as promoted by government policy and guidance.
The resulting buildings, which have clearly defined local and national design precedents, will be
unique and of such integrity and quality that there is little prospect of imitation or precedent. Retention
and recent reinforcement of existing planting will ensure the successful visual integration of the
development with its landscape setting.

With regard to the insufficient information being provided on detrimental impact on the Ancient
Woodland, can I restate, the only trees that are intended to be removed, are the ones
indicated in red at the front by the road. These trees were recommended to be removed
due to safety, prior to any design proposals being suggested.

Due to the two buildings no trees are to be removed, can I also draw attention to the fact the client,
with the advice of the Royal Botanic Gardens in Edinburgh, has done a considerable amount of
new planting of indigenous hardwood trees and extended the area of woodland over the last ten years,
to the noticeable effect of a dramatic increase in the local population of red squirrels and other native
plants and wildlife.

With reference to my own work, in my own opinion, the design at Merklands is more architecturally
resolved than the tower house I designed at Macbie Hill, which although not permitted by the client to
be submitted for any awards, was included in the Buildings of Scotland ( Borders ) by Yale University
Press, written by John Dunbar and Kitty Cruft ( see Buildings of Scotland, cover & Building of
Scotland , article )

Can also note the White Cottage at Merklands ( White Cottage cover ) designed by myself was highly
recommended by the Saltire Society and has been influential in various planning guides consider
Planning Design Guide by Aberdeenshire council, article by Kenyon Architects ( see Aberdeenshire
local Authority design guide )

Yours sincerely

Crichton Wood

Crichton Wood Architects

The Courtyard, Binny House, Ecclesmachan, EH52 6NL Tel :- 01506 854798
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= RLaP _Z _SP [WLYYP]^ L_ DP]_S LYO ?TY]Z^^ 6Z`YNTW ZY 9PM]`L]d _SP 0_S _ST^ dPL]%

= LX OPWTRS_PO TY _Z TYQZ]X dZ` = SLaP MPPY TY^_]`N_PO Md Xd NWTPY_ _Z ^`MXT_

_SP _bZ LMZaP []ZUPN_^ _Z [WLYYTYR QZ] NZY^TOP]L_TZY'

4^ _SP _LWV Pc[WLTYPO _SP OP^TRY NZY_Pc_ MPSTYO _SP []Z[Z^PO []ZUPN_^% _SZ`RS_

=_ MP^_ _Z ^`XXL]T^P _SP XLTY [ZTY_^ ZQ _SP _LWV

-.82> 3=<9 9C &=.;13.?52=

=Y +)**% = bL^ aP]d W`NVd _Z SLaP W`YNS bT_S 7LaTO ILWVP]% _SP ]P_T]PO

<PLO ZQ <T^_Z]TN FNZ_WLYO' 7LaTO SLO U`^_ QTYT^SPO NZX[TWTYR ^ZXP MTZR]L[STNLW

YZ_P^ LMZ`_ Xd R]LYOQL_SP]% _SP 4]NST_PN_ 9]LYV IZZO% bP XP_ ^Z _SL_ SP NZ`WO

NWL]TQd ^ZXP QLN_^'

<ZbPaP]% O`]TYR _SP XPP_TYR = OT^NZaP]PO Xd R]LYOQL_SP] SLO MPPY ]P^[ZY^TMWP QZ]

WT^_TYR XLYd M`TWOTYR^ TY _SP _ZbY^ LYO aTWWLRP^ ZQ FNZ_WLYO' GST^ bL^ \`T_P L ^`][]T^P%

M`_ ZY ]PQWPN_TZY [P]SL[^ Pc[WLTY^ L WT__WP LMZ`_ _SP OPaPWZ[XPY_ ZQ Xd ZbY []LN_TNP

L^ LY L]NST_PN_'

D]TZ] _Z ]`YYTYR ST^ ZbY []LN_TNP% 9]LYV bL^ _SP WL^_ L[[]PY_TNP ZQ FT] ;PZ]RP

IL^STYR_ZY 5]ZbYP% STX^PWQ L NZWWPLR`P ZQ DPOOTP LYO ?TYYPL]' 6SL]WP^ ?TYYPL] bL^

LY L[[]PY_TNP ZQ 7LaTO 5]dNPg^% ^Z T_ T^ YZ_ ^`][]T^TYR _SL_ Xd R]LYOQL_SP]% MPTYR [L]_

ZQ _ST^ _]LOT_TZY% VP[_ PYNZ`]LRTYR XP _Z ^_`Od _SP hFNZ_^ ^_dWPi'

GS]Z`RSZ`_ Xd L]NST_PN_`]LW NL]PP] T_ SL^ MPPY aP]d PcNT_TYR _Z OT^NZaP] LYO Pc[WZ]P

_ST^ TYOTRPYZ`^ L]NST_PN_`]LW WLYR`LRP LYO _Z QTYO bLd^ ZQ _]LY^QZ]XTYR T_ TY_Z L

]PWPaLY_ NZY_PX[Z]L]d ^_dWP'

-52 %A<8@?6<; <3 . ,0<?> ,?C82

5d */+) FNZ_WLYO SLO OPaPWZ[PO T_^ ZbY `YT\`P ^_dWP ZQ L]NST_PN_`]P' GST^ SL^ MPPY L

]TNS ^Z`]NP ZQ TY^[T]L_TZY QZ] RPYP]L_TZY^ ZQ FNZ__T^S 4]NST_PN_^' 6ZY^TOP] QZ] PcLX[WP

_SP bZ]V ZQ 7LaTO 5]dNP # 5T]VSTWW% C]XT^_ZY $ % 6SL]WP^ EPYYTP ALN=Y_Z^S # <TWWSZ`^P $

LYO FT] EZMP]_ @Z]TXP] # 5LWNL]]P^% 4]OVTYRWL^% 7`YOP]LaP' $

GZ XP _SP R]PL_ WPRLNd ZQ _ST^ QLM`WZ`^ L]NST_PN_`]LW ^_dWP T^ _SP ^_`YYTYR bLd _SP

L]NST_PN_^ ZQ _ST^ [P]TZO bP]P LMWP _Z [WLd bT_S Q`YN_TZY TY LY Pc[]P^^TaP QZ]XLW bLd%

N]PL_TYR L SL]XZYTZ`^ OP^TRY O`LWT_d ZQ MZ_S Q`YN_TZY LYO _SP [TN_`]P^\`P' GSP aP]d

MP^_ ZQ PcLX[WP^ ^SZb L XTYTXLWT^_% PWPRLY_ ]P^_]LTY_'

FZ[ST^_TNL_PO OP^TRY TOPL^ bP]P OPaPWZ[PO SP]P TY FNZ_WLYO _S]PP S`YO]PO

dPL]^ MPQZ]P _SP 8`]Z[PLY LaLY_&RL]OP MPRLY Pc[P]TXPY_TYR bT_S ^TXTWL]

L]NST_PN_`]LW QZ]X^ ZQ Pc[]P^^TZY' CYP _STYV^ ZQ _SP bZ]V ZQ _SP E`^^TLY 6ZY^_]`N_TaT^_^%

;P]XLY 8c[]P^^TZYT^_^ LYO _SP 7P&F_TUW XZaPXPY_ TY _SP *2,)g^% QZ] TY^_LYNP'

Ad LTX SL^ _SP]PQZ]P LWbLd^ MPPY _Z NZY_TY`P _Z OPaPWZ[ _ST^ WLYR`LRP% N]PL_TYR L

XZOP]Y L]NST_PN_`]LW ^_dWP _SL_ SL^ L OPQTYT_P LYO PaTOPY_ ^PY^P ZQ [WLNP LYO

TOPY_T_d'
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=Y ^`XXL]d% EZMP]_ 4OLXg^ QL_SP] ITWWTLX SLO _SP XZ^_ TX[Z]_LY_

L]NST_PN_`]LW LYO M`TWOTYR QT]X TY FNZ_WLYO% ST^ bZ]V NLXP Q]ZX

ST^ ^_]ZYR ^ZNTLW LYO [ZWT_TNLW NZYYPN_TZY^% Md *0,) SP SLO MPPY

L[[ZTY_PO L^ _SP XLTY L]NST_PN_ QZ] _SP W`N]L_TaP 5ZL]O ZQ C]OTYLYNP'

EZMP]_ NZY_TY`PO _Z MPYPQT_ Q]ZX _SP^P ^`M^_LY_TLW NZXXT^^TZY^% SZbPaP] T_ bL^

P^^PY_TLW GSP QT]X^ [ZWT_TNLW ^dX[L_STP^ QT]XWd LWTRYPO _SPX^PWaP^ bT_S _SP `YTZYT^_

[ZbP] PWT_P^ ZQ _SP <LYZaP]TLY RZaP]YXPY_ TY @ZYOZY'

DP]SL[^ ^`[[Z]_TYR L TYOTaTO`LW FNZ_^ ^_dWP bZ`WO SLaP MPPY L WT__WP YLTaP

LYO OP[]TaPO _SP QT]X ZQ NZXXT^^TZY^ ]P\`T]PO QZ] _SP R]ZbTYR M`^TYP^^

EZMP]_ bL^ ^PY_ ZY _SP ;]LYO _Z`] _Z EZXP _Z F_`Od _SP LYNTPY_ ]PXLTY^% bSTWP _SP]P

SP YZ_ U`^_ XLOP RZZO ^ZNTLW NZYYPN_TZY^ M`_ OTO PcSL`^_TaP ^VP_NSP^

LYO XPL^`]PO O]LbTYR^ ZQ _SP NWL^^TNLW ]PXLTY^' GSP^P ^_`OTP^ bP]P _Z QZ]X _SP

aZNLM`WL]d QZ] _SP PaZW`_TZY ZQ ST^ L]NST_PN_`]LW F_dWP QZ] _SP ]P^_ ZQ ST^ WTQP

<ZbPaP] bSTWP _SP]P SP LW^Z NZY_TY`PO _Z ^VP_NS XPOTPaLW NL^_WP^ LYO QL]X

M`TWOTYR^ bSTNS SP NZY^TOP]PO _Z SLaP [TN_`]P^\`P \`LWT_TP^'

ISPY EZMP]_ ]P_`]YPO _Z FNZ_WLYO _ST^ ST^ TY_P]P^_ TY ]ZXLY_TN WLYO^NL[P

NZX[Z^T_TZY^ YPaP] OTXXPO LYO bP NZY_TY`LWWd ^PP ST^ ^VP_NS MZZV^ QTWWPO bT_S R]PL_

PcLX[WP^% NZY^TOP] ST^ O]LbTYR^ ZQ # 6`WWPY <Z`^P% 5LYQQ $ LYO # 5Z_SbPWW 6L^_WP%

@LYL]V^ST]P' $

GST^ WPLO _Z L ^_]LYRP O`LWT_d ZQ Pc[]P^^TZY TY ST^ L]NST_PN_`]LW OP^TRY% PaP]d

5`TWOTYR _SL_ SP OP^TRYPO bT_S _S]PP PcNP[_TZY^% L^ QL] L^ = LX LbL]P% bL^

^dXXP_]TNLW% NZY^TOP] P'R # 4T]_S]Pd 6L^_WP% FP_ZY 6L^_WP% EZ^PMLYV% ?TW_L]_Td P_N $ _SP

PcNP[_TZY^ MPTYR ZYP bTYR ZQ # 6`WePLY 6L^_WP $% bSTNS bL^ [L]_

STOOPY LYO _bZ OP^TRY^ QZ] OPWTMP]L_P ]`TY^ # 6`WePLY 4[[]ZLNS $% NZY^TOP] bZ]V _Z

G`WWZNS NL^_WP'

<ZbPaP] TY ST^ ^[L]P _TXP _Z ]PWLc SP ^VP_NSPO *)))g^ ZQ NL^_WP LYO WLYO^NL[P

NZX[Z^T_TZY^ Q]ZX ST^ TXLRTYL_TZY% XZ^_ YZb TY _SP

[Z^^P^^TZY ZQ FT] UZSY FZLYPg^ X`^P`X TY @ZYOZY% M`_ TY _SP^P ^VP_NSP^

LWW _SP M`TWOTYR^ L]P L^dXXP_]TN TY NZX[Z^T_TZY% ^SZbTYR [TN_`]P^\`P

NZX[Z^T_TZY^ QT]XWd ML^PO TY Z`] TYOTRPYZ`^ FNZ_^ ^_dWP% SZbPaP]

SP YPaP] `^PO _ST^ L^dXXP_]TN [TN_`]P^\`P ]ZXLY_TN WLYR`LRP TY ZYP []ZUPN_

QZ] L ]PLW NWTPY_' # 4OLX * j 1 $

JP_ T_ bL^ EZMP]_ bL^ TYQW`PYNPO _SP NSLYRP ZQ _L^_P LbLd Q]ZX _SP

FNZ_^ ^_dWP _Z _SL_ ZQ L 6WL^^TNLW WLYR`LRP'

GST^ ^PY^T_TaP LYO NZX[WPc \`LWT_TP^ ZQ ,7 L^dXXP_]TN XL^^TYR LYO OPWTMP]L_P

^TX[WTNT_d ZQ OP_LTW bP]P _Z WZ^_ Q]ZX FNZ__T^S L]NST_PN_^ aZNLM`WL]d _TWW T_^

]POT^NZaP]d Md 5]dNP LYO PaPY_`LWWd TY _SP XL^_P]bZ]V^ ZQ FT] EZMP]_ @Z]TXP]'

'<B 1< C<@ 1=.B . /@6816;4 #

4_ _SP MPRTYYTYR ZQ Xd _LWV% = L^VPO LWW _SP [WLYYP]^ []P^PY_ _Z ^VP_NS SZb _SPd

aT^`LWT^PO LY TYOTaTO`LW _d[TNLW ^TX[WP FNZ_^ SZ`^P ( M`TWOTYR%
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#D]TZ] _Z ]PLOTYR ZY = bZ`WO MP R]L_PQ`W TQ dZ` NZ`WO _LVP *) ^PNZYO^ _Z OZ O]Lb

L \`TNV TXLRP dZ`]^PWQ

fTQ dZ` XLYLRP _Z OZ T_ bTWW SPW[ dZ` `YOP]^_LYO _SP YPc_ ^_LRP% U`^_ *) ^PNZYO^$

<Zb OTO dZ` OZ 3

IT_S ]PRL]O _Z _SP [WLYYP]^% bT_S ZYP PcNP[_TZY LWW []P^PY_ OTO L WTYP PWPaL_TZY

O]LbTYR ZQ ZYP QLmLOP TY +7% _SP PcNP[_TZY bL^ LY L__PX[_ _Z OZ LY LcZYZXP_]TN

[]ZUPN_TZY' BZMZOd []P^PY_ OTO L [P]^[PN_TaP ^VP_NS' GSP TX[Z]_LYNP ZQ ^`NS LY

ZM^P]aL_TZY T^ _SL_ YZMZOd Pc[]P^^PO _SPT] _SZ`RS_^ TY L aT^`LW WLYR`LRP _SL_

Pc[]P^^PO GSP ,O \`LWT_TP^ ZQ L M`TWOTYR% L^ bZ`WO MP ^PPY TY ]PLWT_d'

=Y `YOP]^_LYOTYR _SP _]`P MPL`_d ZQ FNZ__T^S 4]NST_PN_`]P% dZ` X`^_ NZY_PX[WL_P _SP

bZ]V TY , 7TXPY^TZY^ LYO LbLd Q]ZX 9LNLOP^'

GSP T]ZYd bT_S EZMP]_ 4OLX T^ _SL_ SP T^ Q`WWd LbL]P ZQ _ST^ WLYR`LRP% NZY^TOP] ST^

^VP_NSP^ QZ] 6W`Yd 6L^_WP TY 4MP]OPPY^ST]P'

= Z]TRTYLWWd ^Lb TXLRP^ ZQ NW`Yd NL^_WP Q]ZX ^VP_NSP^ XLOP Md ALN;TMMZY QZ] ST^

OT^_TYR`T^SPO MZZV ZY FNZ__T^S NL^_WP^ Q]ZX Z]TRTYLW ^VP_NSP^ Md _SP 9]PYNS

O]L`RS_^XLY BL__P^' # 6W`Yd * " , $

=Y _SP ^VP_NSP^% _SP NL^_WP% TY Xd Z[TYTZY ZYP ZQ FNZ_WLYOg^ QTYP^_% WZZV^ WTVP

=_ NZ`WO YZ_ SLaP MPPY [Sd^TNLWWd [Z^^TMWP _Z M`TWO% SZbPaP] bT_S _SLYV^

_Z EZMP]_ 4OLX^ ^`]aPd O]LbTYR^ LYO ^VP_NSP^ # 6W`Yd - $% T_ T^ [Z^^TMWP _Z ]PNZY^_]`N_

=Y , OTXPY^TZY^ bSL_ bL^ _SP]P # 6W`Yd . " / $

GSP [TN_`]P^\`P OPWTMP]L_P ,O XZOPWWTYR L XL^^TYR T^ OPWTMP]L_P LYO

=^ PaTOPY_ TY _SP aP]d MP^_ ZQ FNZ__T^S NL^_WP^ Q]ZX _SP [P]TZO *.1. j*/+)

6W`Yd T^ L R]PL_ PcLX[WP bSP]P EZMP]_ 4OLX% TRYZ]PO _SP [TN_`]P^\`P

\`LWT_TP^ ZQ _ST^ `YT\`P NL^_WP LYO ST^ ZbY [WLdQ`W TXLRTYL_TZY ZQ bL_P]NZWZ`]

NZX[Z^T_TZY^ LYO _]TPO _Z XLVP _ST^ M`TWOTYR ^dXXP_]TNLW

4WL^ LW_SZ`RS EZMP]_ 4OLX OTO YZ_ XLYLRP% _SP L]NST_PN_ >ZSY FXT_S bL^ _Z XLVP

_ST^ ^_`YYTYR PcLX[WP ZQ Z`] ;ZWOPY LRPf'' ^dXXP_]TNLW !

GSP TX[Z]_LYNP ZQ ^`NS L NZX[WPc OP^TRY% dZ` NLY ZYWd NZYNPTaP _SP QZ]X% YZ_

Q]ZX ZYP ^TYRWP aTPb [ZTY_ M`_ L XPXZ]d ZQ X`W_T[WP aTPb [ZTY_^% bT_S Z`_

_]dTYR _Z ^Z`YO _ZZ R]LYO% dZ` X`^_ M]TYR _SP PWPXPY_ ZQ _TXP TY_Z _SP L[[]PNTL_TZY

LYO [P]NP[_TZY ZQ _SP M`TWOTYR LYO _SL_ T^ _SP QZ`]_S OTXPY^TZY'

CQ NZ`]^P 6W`Yd T^ L_ _SP STRS PYO ZQ NZX[Z^T_TZY% SZbPaP] Md ZM^P]aL_TZY ^`M_WP

[TN_`]P^\`P @P^^ZY^ NLY MP WPL]Y_ Q]ZX PcT^_TYR NL^_WP^ LYO _ZbP]^% _SL_ SLaP YZ

NZX[WPc 4P^_SP_TN OP^TRY QPL_`]P^ NZY^TOP] ;]PPYLY NL^_WP TY 4d]^ST]P'

=Q dZ` NZY^TOP] _SP Q]ZY_ PWPaL_TZY ZQ ;]PPYLY NL^_WP # ;]PPYLY * $% _SP ]P^[ZY^P T^

WP^^ _SLY NZX[WPXPY_L]d% SZbPaP] TQ dZ` NZY_]ZW _SP L[[]ZLNS Q]ZX LYZ_SP] LYRWP%

_SP ^LXP M`TWOTYR _LVP^ MPNZXP^ O]LXL_TN LYO PcNT_TYR' # ;]PPYLY + $
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GST^ T^ LY Pc_]PXP PcLX[WP SZb T_ T^ [Z^^TMWP _Z `^P _SP L[[]ZLNS LYO _SP

5`TWOTYRg^ ^P__TYR TY _SP WLYO^NL[P _Z SPTRS_PY L O]LXL_TN ]P^[ZY^P'

4W_SZ`RS ;]PPYLY bL^ YZ_ [WLNPO _SP]P QZ] LP^_SP_TN^% T_ bL^ Q]ZX NL^_WP^

^`NS L^ _SP^P _SL_ EZMP]_ 4OLX% WPL]Y_ aLW`LMWP NZX[Z^T_TZYLW WP^^ZY^%

6ZY^TOP] _SP L[[]ZLNSP^ _Z MZ_S 6`WePLY # 6`WePLY 4[[]ZLNS $ LYO CcPYQZ]O% MZ_S

_SP QT]^_ TYT_TLW aTPb T^ Q]LXPO L_ LY ZMWT\`P LYRWP% dZ` L]P _SPY

O]LbY ZY L RPY_WP N`]aPO ]ZLO% bT_S ZY MZ_S ZNNL^TZY^

_SP UZ`]YPd T^ Q`]_SP] PYSLYNPO Md _SP N]Z^^TYR L M]TORP% dP_

_SP MTR OP^TRY T^^`P^ 4OLX OTO YZ_ Pc[WZ]P bL^ _SP LN_`LWWd

XZOTQTNL_TZY ZQ QZ]X^ LYO Q`YN_TZY bT_STY _SP M`TWOTYR _Z ]PWL_P

_Z _SP L[[]ZLNS

=_ bL^ YZ_ `Y_TW TY L WTXT_PO ^PY^P 7LaTO 5]dNP NZY^TOP] # 5T]VSTWW $ LYO QTYLWWd TY _SP

XL_`]P bZ]V ZQ FT] EZMP]_ @Z]TXP] NZY^TOP] M`TWOTYR ^`NS L^ # 4]OVTYRWL^ $LYO

# 7`YOP]LaP $ _SL_ _ST^ `YT\`P FNZ__T^S OP^TRY WLYR`LRP bL^ `YOP]^_ZZO LYO `^PO TY

L NZX[P_PY_ bLd'

JP_ _SP]P T^ ZYP Q`YOLXPY_LW OTQQP]PYNP SZbPaP] MP_bPPY _SP bZ]V ZQ 5]dNP LYO

@Z]TXP]%

5]dNP TY _SP XLUZ]T_d ZQ ST^ M`TWOTYR^ L]P ZaP] NZX[WTNL_PO% _SP R]LNP LYO PWPRLYNP

ZQ ]P^_]LTY_ T^ XT^^TYR% M`_ LOOTYR PcNP^^TaP QPL_`]P^ LYO TY ^ZXP NL^P^ QPL_`]P^

_SL_ L]P [`]PWd OPNZ]L_TaP bT_S YZ Q`YN_TZYLWT_d MPSTYO _SP QZ]X 5]dNP TY QLN_

]PO`NP^ _SP aT^`LW TX[LN_% NZY^TOP] # C]XT^_ZY $ YPL] ?T]VYPb_ZY'

=Y Xd Z[TYTZY% @Z]TXP]g^ QTYP^_ bZ]V NZXMTYP^ _SP _S]PP OTXPY^TZYLW Q`YN_TZY ^SL[P

^STQ_TYR bT_S L ]P^_]LTYPO R]LNP bP]P LWW YZY&P^^PY_TLW PWPXPY_^ L]P POT_PO Z`_ _SP

NZX[Z^T_TZY

GST^ WPLaP^ L ^TX[WTNT_d ZQ QZ]X _SL_ T^ NL]PQ`WWd NZY^TOP]PO TY MZ_S L ,7 M`_

LW^Z PWPRLYNP ZQ OP_LTW LYO MPL`_d TY []Z[Z]_TZY

[P]SL[^ LY TY_P]P^_TYR LYLWZRd bSTNS XTRS_ XLVP LY TY_P]P^_TYR NZX[L]T^ZY

=^ _SP bZ]V ZQ TY_P]YL_TZYLWWd QLXZ`^ O]P^^ OP^TRYP] >PLY A`T]'

FSP bL^ VYZbY QZ] SP] O]P^^P^ ]P^[ZYOTYR _Z _SP QZ]X ZQ _SP XZOPW% _SP

O]P^^ bZ`WO NZX[WTXPY_ _SP QZ]X YZ_ NZX[P_P% _SP WTYP^ bP]P OPWTMP]L_PWd

^TX[WP LYO L_ L QPb ]P^_]LTYPO N]T_TNLW [ZTY_^ _SPT] bL^ Pc\`T^T_P OP_LTW'
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^_LT] MPTYR ]P[WLNPO Md L NSTXYPd
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Design Statement Appendix A

Gatehouse of Merklands and Toor o’Merklands

This statement is submitted in connection with the planning application for the above development. It
responds to the principal planning policy considerations and offers support for the proposal in the light
of these.

All planning applications for housing in the countryside should take account of national planning
policy and guidance.

1 Scottish Planning Policy

This is a statement of Scottish Government policy on nationally important land use. Paragraph 95
states:

All new development should respond to the specific local character of the location, fit in the
landscape and seek to achieve high design and environmental standards…

The designs of the proposed buildings have been evolved with these considerations firmly in mind.
" The architectural concept is rooted in the massing, proportion and detail of the centuries old

‘white house’ tradition of rural building in the locality;
" Care has been taken to locate the buildings sensitively into the existing landscape including

restricting their footprints and working with existing trees and landforms and the design; and
" While clearly based on precedent, the design draws on the architect’s deep understanding of

the evolution of Scottish architecture to develop a new work of high standard, evolving
concepts already established by him at Merklands and employed with commendation
elsewhere.

2 Planning Advice Note 72: Housing in the Countryside

This advice note considers development opportunities in rural locations and matters relating to
residential development in the countryside. It recognises that there has been a significant increase in
demand for living and working in the countryside and that the main opportunities for housing include:

" Conversion and reuse of rural buildings;
" Small-scale infill;
" New groups of houses; and
" Single houses.

The note suggests there a number of key factors relating to location:

Landscape: Site selection, locational aspects, landscape and the visual character of the area.
Layout: Matters of topography, orientation shelter, views, accessibility etc.
Access: Relates to ease of access and road solutions appropriate to the rural setting and character.

The note also suggests three key factors relate to design and that high quality must be integral to the
new development:

Scale: Buildings should adapt best local elements and traditions into a modern context.
Materials: This suggests a limited and simple range of building materials appropriate to the location
Details: The careful and appropriate use, design and siting of the principal building elements

This is an example of the type of development and land use which is acceptable in the countryside as
suggested in the advice note on account of the quality of its design and due consideration of the site
characteristics and local character.
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The sites of the proposed buildings have been carefully selected and the buildings scaled and orientated
to fit with the landform and landscape. Footprints have been kept to a minimum and the creation of
unsympathetic long access routes and junctions avoided. The buildings will be seen but they will make
a contribution to the locality, adding interest. The fact that they are based on local traditions and
appropriate materials, shapes, massing and colour adds to their sympathetic contribution while interest
and value is gained from their progressive design and detailing. The designs are simple and
appropriate. They reflect and continue the theme established in existing property on the site the design
of which has been commended. They are unique outputs from a distinguished architect noted for his
sympathetic designs in Scottish rural settings. They are clearly from his hand and would not lend
themselves to replication or copying by others in manner that would set a precedent.

The houses would be a positive change, as demanded by Pan 72, which requires “it is well planned.
The location and appearance of each new house must be determined with care and thought, as short-
term thinking can have a long-term impact on the landscape” and they would contribute to and
reinforce the areas own distinctive identity that is “determined in part by the local characteristics of the
area’s architectural style of individual buildings and the relationship of these buildings to each other”.

It is suggested that these houses, as designed, are of such design quality and reflective of their time and
place that they would have the potential to be recognised as being of special architectural and historic
interest by generations to come. It is the applicant’s and designer’s intention to submit the plans to
design competitions and national exhibitions as exemplars of 21st century Scottish rural housing design.

3 Perth and Kinross Esatern Area Local Plan 1998 : Housing in the Countryside
Policy Annex 1

This sets out the council policy on housing in the countryside against which planning applications will
be considered. It is built on the principles of NPPG3:

" Development should be encouraged on suitable sites in existing settlements;
" The coalescence of settlements and ribbon development should be avoided; and
" Isolated development should be discouraged in the open countryside unless particular

circumstances are clearly identified in development plans or there are special needs.

Consent will normally only be given to the erection of individual houses in the countryside which fall
into at least one of the following categories:

" Development Zones identified in the Local Plan
" Building groups

" Within small existing groups where further development would not significantly
detract from the character or amenity of existing housing or lead to extension of
the group

" Development within or adjacent to established groups that have compact
nucleated shapes… provided the do not detract from the amenity of the group
etc.

" Renovation of abandoned houses
" Replacement of houses
" Conversion of non-domestic buildings
" Exceptionally, where there is operational need

In all applications for housing in the countryside there is a requirement for high standards of siting,
design and finish in accordance with council guidance on siting and design and government policy and
advice.

In this case the proposal falls into the category of the building group on account of the fact that the
proposal is for new development within the curtilege of existing buildings. It is suggested that the
proposed houses would not detract from the amenity of those that exist. Indeed through their sensitive
design which reflects property already present and their careful siting they create an ensemble not
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untypical of the building pattern in this part of the countryside where it would not be unusual to find
together a grouping of original tower house, Georgian or Victorian ‘modern’ house, estate worker’s or
grieve’s accommodation and a gate lodge. The new buildings would add sensitively to the ‘sense of
place’ of the existing building. These are unique and sophisticated bespoke solutions to the site
designed specifically for this location that would not be appropriate elsewhere. They can therefore be
supported without fear of setting a planning precedent.

Questions of design quality and relationship to government policy and advice have been covered
above.

Stuart Eydmann, PhD Dip TP MRTPI IHBC FSA(Scot)
30 September 2013
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TCP/11/16(334)
Planning Application 14/01280/FLL – Erection of 2
dwellinghouses, land 150 metres south west of Merklands
House, Ballintuim

PLANNING DECISION NOTICE

REPORT OF HANDLING

REFERENCE DOCUMENT (included in applicant’s
submission, see pages 161-169)

5(i)(b)
TCP/11/16(334)
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PERTH AND KINROSS COUNCIL 
 

 
Ms Shelia Bennett 
c/o Crichton Wood Architects 
2 The Courtyard 
Binny House, Ecclesmachan 
Broxburn 
West Lothian 
EH52 6NL 
 

Pullar House 
35 Kinnoull Street 
PERTH   
PH1  5GD 
 

 Date 3rd October 2014 
 

 

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (SCOTLAND) ACT  
 

Application Number: 14/01280/FLL 
 

 
I am directed by the Planning Authority under the Town and Country Planning 
(Scotland) Acts currently in force, to refuse your application registered on 11th 
August 2014 for permission for Erection of 2 dwellinghouses Land 150 Metres 
South West Of Merklands House Ballintuim     for the reasons undernoted.   
 
 
 

Development Quality Manager 
 
 

Reasons for Refusal 
 
1. The proposal is not in accordance with the Development Plan and there are no 

material reasons which justify departing from the Development Plan 
 
2. The proposal is contrary to Policy RD3 of the Local Development Plan 2014 and 

the supplementary Housing in the Countryside Guide 2012 as proposal fails to 
comply with any of the categories for development outlined in the policy. 

 
3. The proposal is contrary to Policies NE2 A, NE2 B and NE3 of the  Local 

Development Plan 2014 as insufficient information has been submitted to 
demonstrate that the proposal would not have a detrimental impact on the 
Ancient Woodland and protected species. 
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 2 

Justification 
 
The proposdsal is not in accordance with the Development Plan and there are no 
material reasons which justify departing from the Development Plan. 
 
 
Notes 
 
 
The plans relating to this decision are listed below and are displayed on Perth and 
Kinross Council’s website at www.pkc.gov.uk “Online Planning Applications” page 
 
 
Plan Reference 
 
14/01280/11 
 
14/01280/12 
 
14/01280/1 
 
14/01280/2 
 
14/01280/3 
 
14/01280/4 
 
14/01280/5 
 
14/01280/6 
 
14/01280/7 
 
14/01280/8 
 
14/01280/9 
 
14/01280/10 
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REPORT OF HANDLING 
 

DELEGATED REPORT 
 
 
Ref No 14/01280/FLL 

Ward No N3- Blairgowrie And Glens 

Due Determination Date 10.10.2014 

Case Officer Joanne Ferguson 

Report Issued by  Date 

Countersigned by  Date 

 
 

PROPOSAL:  

 

Erection of 2 dwellinghouses 

    

LOCATION:  Land 150 Metres South West Of Merklands House 

Ballintuim    

SUMMARY: 
 
This report recommends refusal of the application as the development is 
considered to be contrary to the relevant provisions of the Development Plan 
and there are no material considerations apparent which justify setting aside 
the Development Plan. 
 
DATE OF SITE VISIT:  2 August 2013 
 
SITE  PHOTOGRAPHS 
 

 
 
BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL 
 
The application is for erection of two dwellings at Land 150 Metres South 
West Of Merklands House Ballintuim. 
 
The site is located to the north of Ballintuim outwith the settlement boundary.  
The site is bound by the main road and an access drive with no clearly 
defined boundaries to the northeast and southeast. 
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This application is a resubmission of application 13/01255/FLL which was 
refused under delegated powers.  It is my understanding that the agent 
missed the opportunity to appeal the previous refusal and hence the 
resubmission of this application.  
 
SITE HISTORY 
 
13/01255/FLL Erection of two dwellinghouses 28 November 2013 Application 
Refused under delegated powers 
 
PRE-APPLICATION CONSULTATION 
 
Pre application Reference: N/A 
 
NATIONAL POLICY AND GUIDANCE 
 
The Scottish Government expresses its planning policies through The 
National Planning Framework, the Scottish Planning Policy (SPP), Planning 
Advice Notes (PAN), Creating Places, Designing Streets, National Roads 
Development Guide and a series of Circulars.   
 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 

The Development Plan for the area comprises the TAYplan Strategic 
Development Plan 2012-2032 and the Perth and Kinross Local Development 
Plan 2014. 
 
TAYplan Strategic Development Plan 2012 – 2032 - Approved June 2012 
 
Whilst there are no specific policies or strategies directly relevant to this 
proposal the overall vision of the Tay Plan should be noted.   The vision states 
“By 2032 the TAYplan region will be sustainable, more attractive, competitive 
and vibrant without creating an unacceptable burden on our planet. The 
quality of life will make it a place of first choice, where more people choose to 
live, work and visit and where businesses choose to invest and create jobs.” 
 
Perth and Kinross Local Development Plan 2014 – Adopted February 
2014 
 
The Local Development Plan was adopted by Perth and Kinross Council on 3 
February 2014.  It is the most recent statement of Council policy and is 
augmented by Supplementary Guidance. 
 
The principal policies are, in summary: 
 
Policy PM1A - Placemaking   
Development must contribute positively to the quality of the surrounding built 
and natural environment, respecting the character and amenity of the place.  
All development should be planned and designed with reference to climate 
change mitigation and adaption. 
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Policy PM1B - Placemaking   
All proposals should meet all eight of the placemaking criteria. 
 
Policy RD3 - Housing in the Countryside   
The development of single houses or groups of houses which fall within the 
six identified categories will be supported. This policy does not apply in the 
Green Belt and is limited within the Lunan Valley Catchment Area. 
 
Policy NE3 - Biodiversity   
All wildlife and wildlife habitats, whether formally designated or not should be 
protected and enhanced in accordance with the criteria set out. Planning 
permission will not be granted for development likely to have an adverse 
effect on protected species. 
 
Policy NE2A -  Forestry, Woodland and Trees 
Support will be given to proposals which meet the six criteria in particular 
where forests, woodland and trees are protected, where woodland areas are 
expanded and where new areas of woodland are delivered, securing 
establishment in advance of major development where practicable. 
 
Policy NE2B -  Forestry, Woodland and Trees 
Where there are existing trees on a development site, any application should 
be accompanied by a tree survey. There is a presumption in favour of 
protecting woodland resources. In exceptional circumstances where the loss 
of individual trees or woodland cover is unavoidable, mitigation measures will 
be required. 
 
OTHER POLICIES 
 
None specific to this scale of development  
 

CONSULTATION  RESPONSES 
 

Community Waste Advisor - Environment Service Advisory on bin 

requirements 

 
Environmental Health No objection, private water condition and 

informative to be added.  
 
Education And Children's Services Capacity issue highlighted  
 
Scottish Water  No objection  
 
REPRESENTATIONS 
 
The following points were raised in the 9 representations received: 
 
Contrary to Policy - covered in Policy section of report 
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Access to site from drive and main road, rights of access/ownership - covered 
in access section of report  
Damage to ancient woodlands impact on bats/squirrels - covered in Ancient 
Woodland/Biodiversity section of report 
Inappropriate design, height and siting, no division of plots etc - covered in 
Design and Layout section of report  
Flooding from stream - covered in flooding section of report 
 
ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS RECEIVED: 
 

Environment Statement Not Required 

Screening Opinion Not Required 

Environmental Impact Assessment Not Required 

Appropriate Assessment Not Required 

Design Statement or Design and 

Access Statement 

Submitted 

Report on Impact or Potential Impact 

eg Flood Risk Assessment 

Not Required 

 
APPRAISAL 
 
Sections 25 and 37 (2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 
require that planning decisions be made in accordance with the development 
plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  The Development 
Plan for the area comprises the approved TAYplan 2012 and the adopted 
Perth and Kinross Local Development Plan 2014.   
 
The determining issues in this case are whether; the proposal complies with 
development plan policy; or if there are any other material considerations 
which justify a departure from policy. 
 
Policy Appraisal 
 
The site is located outwith a settlement boundary and is therefore considered 
primarily under the Housing in the Countryside Policy in the LDP and the 
corresponding supplementary guidance.   
 
The most up to date policy on development outwith settlements is the Housing 
in the Countryside Policy and Guide (HICP/G).  The guide outlines support for 
the erection of single houses and groups in the countryside where they fall 
into at least one of the categories.  The proposal is contrary as the proposal 
does not comply with any of the categories as the site is not considered part 
of a building group, the site does not form an infill site, it does not meet the 
categories for new houses in open countryside, it does not involve the 
replacement/renovation of existing houses, is not the conversion or 
replacement of redundant non-domestic buildings and the site is not 
Brownfield land. 
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Supporting Statement Consideration 
 
The agent has supplied a statement in support however this statement does 
not fully address the fundamental policy issues.  It considers the site is within 
a building group but this is a loose interpretation and in addition it picks up on 
wider planning policies with reference to location, design, materials etc.   
 
The statement considers that this site is part of a building group as it forms 
part of the curtilage of the existing buildings and that the proposed houses 
would be acceptable as they would not detract from the amenity of the group.  
It is also argued that the proposed dwellings are unique and sophisticated 
bespoke solutions to the site designed specifically for this location that this 
type of development would not be appropriate elsewhere. They can therefore 
be supported without fear of setting a planning precedent. 
 
Furthermore it is considered that these dwellings could also be considered 
under Category 3.1 of HICG where they are located in established gardens 
once associated with a country estate but where development would not 
fundamentally affect the qualities and integrity of the site. 
 
To the northeast of the application site there is a grouping of three existing 
dwellings in addition a single gatehouse lodge exists to the southeast at the 
end of the drive. HICG states that development adjacent to established 
building groups should be contained so as to constrain the continued spread 
of the group.  In terms of Category 1 of the HICG consent will be granted for 
houses which extend the group into definable sites respecting the character, 
layout and building pattern of the group.   
 
Primarily I consider that this site is not adjacent to the existing grouping it is 
remote from the group.  The development of this site would also not reflect the 
layout and building pattern of the group as it would draw the grouping down 
towards the road and is not a natural rounding off of the group but a 
considerable extension.  The statement also outlines this as a unique site the 
development of which would not set a precedent however this is not 
justification for setting aside policy. 
 
Secondly with reference to Category 3 New Houses in Open Countryside I do 
not consider the site to meet the criteria of 3.1 a) as the site is a wooded area 
which I don't consider to be established gardens once associated with the 
house as required under this part of the policy. 
 
The proposal is therefore considered to be contrary to the development plan 
and that there is no justification to set aside policy. 
 
Design and layout  
 
The proposal is for two dwellings to be located naturally within the existing 
landscape devoid of defined plot boundaries, access and parking etc.  The 
agent has submitted a design statement and photographs of local architecture 
to inform the concept. 
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The dwelling to the north is proposed as a tower house with vertical emphasis 
comprising of accommodation on three floors.  Glass and steel turrets are 
proposed and the finish materials have not been detailed but could be agreed 
by condition. 
 
The dwelling to the south is bound by the private access to Merklands and the 
A924 the form of this dwelling is a gatehouse to mark the entrance.  This 
dwelling has an L shaped floor plan, comprising of single and two storey 
elements, this dwelling has the same detailing as the tower although again the 
materials have not been confirmed.  
 
The proposed design in terms of the height, mass and finish is acceptable. 
 
Roads and Access 
 
The sites are proposed to be accessed from the private road which leads to 
Merklands House.  It has been noted that a property located to the north 
outwith the applicant's ownership was not notified as a landowner in relation 
to the access drive.  The agent has confirmed that there is a right of access 
for this property but no ownership and therefore no requirement for a 
notification.  This property was neighbour notified. 
 
Issues regarding access and maintenance of private roads would need to be 
agreed with interested parties and would not form part of the consideration of 
this application as it is not a material consideration.  Disruption caused by 
Construction traffic which is a temporary consequence of development is also 
not a material planning consideration.   
 
The agent has submitted a plan to show the access points from the private 
road further information would be required regarding the exact details (levels 
etc.) but as there are fundamental policy issues it was not considered 
necessary to investigate this issue any further. 
 
Transport Planning have been consulted regarding the access to the A924 
and they have no objection to the proposal and request standard conditions 
regarding parking and turning.  It is considered that as this is an existing 
access serving three properties could accommodate the vehicle generation 
from a further two properties. 
 
River Tay SAC 
 
The two proposed house sites are within a wooded area just off the A924 
roadside. The River Ardle is some 320 m downhill separated by the road. 
 
SNH consider that in most cases SEPA's regulations (general binding rules) 
that cover construction and pollution prevention and the drainage issues 
addressed through Building Regulations are ordinarily sufficient to enable a 
development such as this to proceed without risk of deterioration in water 
quality within adjacent watercourses.  
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SNH therefore advise that the proposal will have no likely significant effect on 
the SAC's interests. 
 
Ancient woodland/Biodiversity 
 
It's unclear from the application how much tree felling would be required to 
accommodate the dwellings, the agent has been queried on this point and it 
has been confirmed that two trees would need to be removed. SNH have 
given their advice on the assumption that there will be the requirement for 
'woodland removal' before this confirmation was received. 
 
The woodland at Merklands is included on the Ancient Woodland Inventory 
(AWI) as being 'long established of plantation origin'.  The Scottish 
Government's policy on the 'Control of Woodland Removal' is applicable in 
this case.  These documents place a strong presumption against loss of such 
woodland.  Only in exceptional circumstances should loss be considered, with 
a high level of supporting evidence, and compensatory planting as mandatory.  
 
SNH consider that Perth and Kinross Council are best placed to assess the 
significance locally and regionally of the loss of AWI woodland and also any 
potential impacts on wildlife that may use the woodland.  
 
The agent has advised that the client's tree surgeon has recommended that 
both trees proposed for removal should be done so due to their condition and 
proximity to the main road.  I have requested information regarding the trees 
to be removed and root protection areas for remaining trees and I am not 
entirely convinced that the information submitted showing two trees for 
removal is accurate and no root protection areas for the trees to be retained 
have been shown.  
 
To fully assess the proposals a full tree survey, showing those to be removed 
as a result of the proposals is required, and every tree to be removed or within 
50m of construction works should be surveyed for wildlife, particularly 
breeding birds, Red Squirrels and Bats. It has been considered however that 
as there is a fundamental issue with the principle it would be unreasonable to 
put the applicant to this expense. 
 
Drainage and Flooding 
 
A burn flows through the southern house plot and there is little reference to 
this in the application, the burn is culverted under the road and the burn is not 
noted on the SEPA flood map.   
 
Should the burn required to be culverted or diverted a CAR licence maybe 
required.  No further information has been requested on this issue as the 
principal of development is not accepted. 
 
The development is in a rural area with private water supplies (including 
Merklands Lodge supply) known to serve properties in the vicinity. The 
applicant has indicated that they will connect to the public mains supply for 
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this development.  To ensure the private water supply or septic drainage 
systems of neighbours of the development remain accessible for future 
maintenance an informative could be added.  
 
Developer Contributions 
 
The Council Developer Contributions Supplementary Guidance requires a 
financial contribution towards increase primary school capacity in areas where 
a primary school capacity constraint has been identified. A capacity constraint 
is defined as where a primary school is operating, or likely to be operating 
following completion of the proposed development and extant planning 
permissions, at or above 80% of total capacity. This proposal is within the 
catchment of Kirkmichael Primary School where a capacity issue has been 
identified and the contribution would be required. 
 
Economic Impact 
 
The proposal would generate local benefits in the construction process and 
laterally in the local spending on good and services from the future occupants.  
 
Conclusion 
 
I consider that the proposed design of the dwellings is unique and would work 
well within the landscape setting however the fundamental concerns regarding 
the principle of development cannot be addressed and with the lack of 
information on tree removal and protected species. 
 
In conclusion, the application must be determined in accordance with the 
adopted Development Plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 
In this respect, the proposal is considered to not comply with the approved 
TAYplan 2012 and the adopted Local Development Plan 2014.  I have taken 
account of material considerations and find none that would justify overriding 
the adopted Development Plan. On that basis the application is recommended 
for refusal. 
 
APPLICATION PROCESSING TIME 
 
The recommendation for this application has been made within the statutory 
determination period. 
 
LEGAL  AGREEMENTS 
 
None required. 
 
DIRECTION BY SCOTTISH MINISTERS 
 
None applicable to this proposal. 
 
RECOMMENDATION   
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Refuse the application 
 
Reasons for Recommendation 
 
1 The proposal is contrary to Policy RD3 of the Local Development Plan 
2014 and the supplementary Housing in the Countryside Guide 2012 as 
proposal fails to comply with any of the categories for development outlined in 
the policy. 
 
2 The proposal is contrary to Policies NE2 A, NE2 B and NE3 of the 
Local Development Plan 2014 as insufficient information has been submitted 
to demonstrate that the proposal would not have a detrimental impact on the 
Ancient Woodland and protected species. 
 
Justification 
 
The proposal is not in accordance with the Development Plan and there are 
no material reasons which justify departing from the Development Plan 
 
Informatives 
 
Not Applicable  
 
Procedural Notes 
 
Not Applicable 
 
PLANS AND DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THIS DECISION 
 
14/01280/1 
14/01280/2 
14/01280/3 
14/01280/4 
14/01280/5 
14/01280/6 
14/01280/7 
14/01280/8 
14/01280/9 
14/01280/10 
14/01280/11 
14/01280/12 
 
Date of Report   30.09.2014 
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TCP/11/16(334)
Planning Application 14/01280/FLL – Erection of 2
dwellinghouses, land 150 metres south west of Merklands
House, Ballintuim

REPRESENTATIONS

 Objection from Neil Constable, dated 5 August 2014
 Representation from Education and Children’s Services,

dated 11 August 2014
 Representation from Regulatory Services Manager, dated

14 August 2014
 Representation from Development Negotiations Officer, dated

15 August 2014
 Objection from Sir Michael Nairn, dated 25 August 2014
 Representation from Transport Planning, dated 26 August

2014
 Representation from Community Waste, dated 27 August

2014
 Objection from Rose Pipes, dated 28 August 2014
 Objection from Geoffrey Thomson, dated 28 August 2014
 Objection from David Adams, dated 5 September 2014
 Objection from Alison Williams, dated 5 September 2014
 Objection from Peter Koenig, dated 5 September 2014
 Objection from Kath Davies, dated 5 September 2014
 Objection from Catherine Robins, dated 6 September 2014
 Representation from Peter Koenig, dated 21 January 2015
 Representation from Rose Pipes, dated 21 January 2015
 Agent’s response to representations

5(i)(c)
TCP/11/16(334)
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M e m o r
To Nick Brian

Development Quality Manager

Your ref 14/01280/FLL

Date 11 August 2014

Education & Children’s Services

a n d u m
From Maureen Watt

Asset Management Officer

Our ref

Tel No (4) 76308

Pullar House, 35 Kinnoull Street, Perth PH1 5GD

Planning Application Ref No 14/01280/FLL

This development falls within the Kirkmichael Primary School catchment area.

Based on current information this school will reach the 80% capacity threshold.

Approved capacity 72

Highest projected 7 year roll 58

Potential additional children from this and
previously
approved/yet to be determined applications 4.59

Possible roll 62.59

Potential % capacity 86.9%

Therefore I request that the Finalised Primary Education and New Housing Contributions
Policy be applied to this application.

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require any further information.
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M e m o r      

 

 
To   Development Quality Manager 
 
Your ref 14/01280/FLL 
 
Date  14 August Month 2014 

 
The Environment Service 

a n d u m 
 

 
From  Regulatory Service Manager 
 
Our ref  MA 
 
Tel No       01738 476476 
 
 Pullar House, 35 Kinnoull Street, Perth PH1 5GD

 
 

Consultation on an Application for Planning Permission 

 

RE: Erection of 2 dwellinghouses  Land 150 Metres South West Of Merklands House 

Ballintuim     for Ms Shiela Bennett 

 
I refer to your letter dated 12 August 2014 in connection with the above application and have 
the following comments to make. 
 

Water (assessment date – 14/8/14) 
 

Recommendation 

I have no objections to the application but recommend the undernoted informatives 

be included in any given consent. 

 

Comments 

 
The development is for two dwelling houses in a rural area with private water supplies 
(including Merklands House and Merklands Lodge) believed to serve properties in the 
vicinity.  To ensure the new development has an adequate and consistently wholesome 
supply of water and ensure the private water supply or septic drainage systems of 
neighbours of the development remain accessible for future maintenance please note the 
following informatives.  No public objections relating to the water supply were noted at the 
date above. 
 

Informative 1 

 
The applicant should ensure that any existing wayleaves for maintenance or repair to 
existing private water supply or septic drainage infrastructure in the development area are 
honoured throughout and after completion of the development. 
 

Informative 2 

 
The applicant shall ensure the private water supply for the house/ development complies 
with the Water Scotland Act 1980 (Section 63) and the Private Water Supplies (Scotland) 
Regulations 2006.  Detailed information regarding the private water supply, including the 
nature, location and adequacy of the source, any storage tanks/ pipework and the filtration 
and disinfection treatment proposed to ensure provision of an adequate and consistently 
wholesome water supply shall be submitted to Perth and Kinross Council Environmental 
Health in line with the above act and regulations. 
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INTERNAL CONSULTATION ON PLANNING APPLICATION

Planning &
Development

To: Development Management

From: Euan McLaughlin

Date: 15 August 2014

Planning Reference: 14/01280/FLL

Description of Proposal: Erection of 2 dwellinghouses Land 150 Metres South
West Of Merklands House Ballintuim for Ms Shiela
Bennett

NB: Should the planning application be successful and such permission not be
implemented within the time scale allowed and the applicant subsequently
requests to renew the original permission a reassessment may be carried out in
relation to the Council’s policies and mitigation rates pertaining at the time.

THE FOLLOWING REPORT, SHOULD THE APPLICATION BE SUCCESSFUL IN GAINING
PLANNING APPROVAL, MAY FORM THE BASIS OF A SECTION 75 PLANNING
AGREEMENT WHICH MUST BE AGREED AND SIGNED PRIOR TO THE COUNCIL
ISSUING A PLANNING CONSENT NOTICE.

Primary Education

With reference to the above planning application the Council Developer Contributions
Supplementary Guidance requires a financial contribution towards increase primary school
capacity in areas where a primary school capacity constraint has been identified. A capacity
constraint is defined as where a primary school is operating, or likely to be operating following
completion of the proposed development and extant planning permissions, at or above 80%
of total capacity.

This proposal is within the catchment of Kirkmichael Primary School.

Summarised as follows

Education: £12,790 (2 x £6,395)

Total: £12,790

Phasing

It is advised that the preferred method of payment would be upfront of release of planning
permission.

Due to the scale of the contribution requirement it may be appropriate to enter into a S.75
Legal Agreement.

If S.75 entered into the phasing of financial contributions will be based on occupation of open
market units with payments made 10 days prior to occupation.

Payment for each open market unit will be £6,395 (£12,790/ 2 = £6,395).

Payment

Before remitting funds the applicant should satisfy themselves that the payment of the
Development Contributions is the only outstanding matter relating to the issuing of the
Planning Decision Notice.
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Methods of Payment

On no account should cash be remitted.

Scheduled within a legal agreement

This will normally take the course of a Section 75 Agreement where either there is a
requirement for Affordable Housing on site which will necessitate a Section 75 Agreement
being put in place and into which a Development Contribution payment schedule can be
incorporated, and/or the amount of Development Contribution is such that an upfront payment
may be considered prohibitive. The signed Agreement must be in place prior to the issuing of
the Planning Decision Notice.

NB: The applicant is cautioned that the costs of preparing a Section 75 agreement from the
applicant’s own Legal Agents may in some instances be in excess of the total amount of
contributions required. As well as their own legal agents fees, Applicants will be liable for
payment of the Council's legal fees and outlays in connection with the preparation of the
Section 75 Agreement. The applicant is therefore encouraged to contact their own Legal
Agent who will liaise with the Council’s Legal Service to advise on this issue.

Other methods of payment

Providing that there is no requirement to enter into a Section 75 Legal Agreement, eg: for the
provision of Affordable Housing on or off site and or other Planning matters, as advised by the
Planning Service the developer/applicant may opt to contribute the full amount prior to the
release of the Planning Decision Notice.

Remittance by Cheque
The Planning Officer will be informed that payment has been made when a cheque is
received. However this will require a period of 14 days from date of receipt before the
Planning Officer will be informed that the Planning Decision Notice may be issued.

Cheques should be addressed to ‘Perth and Kinross Council’ and forwarded with a covering
letter to the following:
Perth and Kinross Council
Pullar House
35 Kinnoull Street
Perth
PH15GD

Bank Transfers
All Bank Transfers should use the following account details;

Sort Code: 839125
Account Number: 61079504

Education Contributions
For Education contributions please quote the following ledger code:
1-30-0060-0001-859136

Direct Debit
The Council operate an electronic direct debit system whereby payments may be made over
the phone.

To make such a payment please call 01738 475300 in the first instance. When calling
please remember to have to hand:

a) Your card details.
b) Whether it is a Debit or Credit card.
c) The full amount due.
d) The planning application to which the payment relates.
e) If you are the applicant or paying on behalf of the applicant.
f) Your e-mail address so that a receipt may be issued directly.
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Indexation

All contributions agreed through a Section 75 Legal Agreement will be linked to the RICS
Building Cost Information Service building Index.

Accounting Procedures

Contributions from individual sites will be accountable through separate accounts and a public
record will be kept to identify how each contribution is spent. Contributions will be recorded by
the applicant’s name, the site address and planning application reference number to ensure
the individual commuted sums can be accounted for.

Contacts

The main point of contact for enquiries relating to the interpretation of developer contributions
will be the Development Negotiations Officer:

Euan McLaughlin
Tel: 01738 475381
Email: emclaughlin@pkc.gov.uk

If your query specifically relates to the provision of affordable housing please contact the
Council’s Affordable Housing Enabler:

Stuart McLaren
Tel: 01738 476405
Email: sjmclaren@pkc.gov.uk
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The Environment
Service

M E M O R A N D U M
To Joanne Ferguson From Tony Maric

Planning Officer Transport Planning Officer
Transport Planning

Our ref: TM Tel No. Ext 75329

Your ref: 14/01280/FLL Date 26 August 2014

Pullar House, 35 Kinnoull Street, Perth, PH1 5GD

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (SCOTLAND) ACT 1997, - ROADS (SCOTLAND) ACT 1984

With reference to the application 14/01280/FLL for planning consent for:- Erection of 2
dwellinghouses Land 150 Metres South West of Merklands House Ballintuim for Ms Shiela
Bennett

Insofar as the Roads matters are concerned I do not object to the proposed development provided the
conditions indicated below are applied, in the interests of pedestrian and traffic safety.

 Prior to the occupation or use of the approved development turning facilities shall be provided within
the site to enable all vehicles to enter and leave in a forward gear.

 Prior to the occupation or use of the approved development a minimum of 2 No. car parking spaces
shall be provided within the site.

I trust these comments are of assistance.
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M e m o r
To Generic Email Account

(DevelopmentManagement@pkc.gov.uk)

cc Joanne Ferguson

Date 27/8/14

The Environment Service

a n d u m
From Head of Service

Environment & Regulatory Services

Our ref LG/P9.3.2
Tel No 01738 475262

Pullar House, 35 Kinnoull Street, Perth PH1 5GD

Consultation on an Application for Planning Permission: 14/01280/FLL
RE: Erection of 2 dwellinghouses Land 150 Metres South West Of Merklands House
Ballintuim for Ms Shiela Bennett

I refer to the above planning application and would like to discuss with either yourself, the
architect, the developer or a representative an amendment to the plans to incorporate
appropriate provision for storage of waste and recycling facilities and access for service
provision.

If discussions are not forthcoming I would recommend the following minimum specifications:

Waste and recycling bins will be collected from the road end (A924). It is recommended that
the developer install a bin storage area where residents can present their bins for uplift.
This area should have a slabbed or tarmac base, preferably with fencing to contain bins and
prevent them from being blown over. The area should be no more than 10 metres from the
road.

If the developer does not adhere to these specifications, the Council may be unable to
provide waste and recycling services to this development based on inadequate storage,
access and/or infrastructure.

Upon adoption of these specifications, please forward a copy of the amended drawings to
Lucy Garthwaite. During construction of the development, we may require to visit the site.
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Mr Geoffrey Thomson (Objects)

Comment submitted date: Thu 28 Aug 2014

1. One of the houses is very close to the road where visibility is already restricted. This building would restrict visibility further and be a danger to drivers.

2. The design is the houses is unusual and not in keeping with others in Strathardle. This is likely to further distract drivers using the road.

3. Effluent will flow into the River Ardle.

4. The proposed development is contrary to the local plan.

5. The application seems extremely similar to an application made last year (13/01255/FLL) which was refused.

Page 1 of 114/01280/FLL | Erection of 2 dwellinghouses | Land 150 Metres South West Of Merkl...

13/01/2015http://planningapps.pkc.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=n...
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CHX Planning Local Review Body - Generic Email Account

From: Peter Koenig

Sent: 21 January 2015 11:55

To: CHX Planning Local Review Body - Generic Email Account

Subject: Appliation Ref: 14/01280/FLL -- Case TCP1116334

Dear Sirs:

I write in response to the letter sent you by F Crichton Wood Architects dated 22 December 2014.

May I please state once again that, as a regular if occasional resident of Merkland Cottage, the property adjoining
Merklands Estate, I oppose the construction of two houses on land owned by the Estate down by the road in front.

The letter from Crichton Wood Architects says the planning proposal should be "supported on account of its
exceptional and appropriate design and siting."

There is nothing in letter explaining how or why the buildings proposed meet this description -- or back up the
further assertion that the buildings proposed "will be unique and of such integrity and quality that there is little
prospect of imitation or precedent."

All this is pure assertion. And, whatever the architect may say, his application is in reality a request for permission to
build two expensive, upmarket houses aimed at the second home market in such a way as to offer modern luxury in
the traditional Ballintuim/Bridge of Cally setting, where planning policy calls for new construction to blend in with
the traditional, modest homes already there.

The architect makes the point that few if any trees will be knocked down during the construction of the two
buildings. Is this possible? I doubt workers on a construction site, with orders to get the two buildings done as
quickly and cheaply as possible, will in the end leave the trees around the construction site as they found them.

It is, of course, the right of the agent of Merklands Estate to exhaust all avenues to win approval for his planning
application. But two virtually identical applications for the same buildings have already been submitted in a short
time. Both were rejected. Given that the council's finances are strained by cuts and austerity, I wonder if the money
spent on this third application might not have gone on something more useful to the community.

Yours sincerely,
Peter Koenig
137 Avenell Road
London N5 1BH
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CHX Planning Local Review Body - Generic Email Account

From: Rose Pipes

Sent: 21 January 2015 14:18

To: CHX Planning Local Review Body - Generic Email Account

Subject: Re: Application Ref: 14/01280/FLL

Dear Audrey Brown,

Thankyou for your letter of 14 January with regard to the application for review of the Council’s decision
regarding the above application.

I have read the applicant’s agent’s letter of 22 December 2014 and see nothing in it that provides any
information that is significantly different from the original proposal which was refused on the grounds that
it 'is not in accordance with the Development Plan and there are no material reasons which justify departing
from the Development Plan’ (see P&K Council Report of Handling 30/09/2014).

The agent claims that the proposal should be supported on the grounds of its ‘exceptional and appropriate
design and siting’, yet this was not cited in the Report as grounds for refusal of the application. Indeed, the
Report notes that ‘the proposed design in terms of the height, mass and finish is acceptable’.

The agent also claims that the only trees to be removed would be beside the road, and that these are deemed
unsafe. He says that ‘due to the buildings’ (sic) no other trees would need to be removed, yet given that
neither access drives nor parking spaces for either dwelling are included in the submitted plans, it is surely
impossible for the Council to judge the validity of this statement.

Being very familiar with the site of the proposed buildings, I suggest that it would be impossible to
construct the Toor of Merkland, in particular, without removing some trees, both in order to provide space
for machinery to reach the site, and to enable a drive and parking spaces to be made. Note also that both
buildings will in themselves radically alter the habitat of the woodland, with the resulting impact on
wildlife.

In summary, since the agent has presented no argument to contest the Report’s main findings against the
application, and has supplied no fresh information material to the case, I can see no valid grounds for this
request for a review.

Yours sincerely
Rose Pipes
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TCP/11/16(334)
Planning Application 14/01280/FLL – Erection of 2
dwellinghouses, land 150 metres south west of Merklands
House, Ballintuim

FURTHER INFORMATION

 Further information received from the Agent, dated 21 May
2015

 Comments on further information received from Woodland
Trust Scotland, dated 9 June 2015

 Comments on further information received from Peter Koenig,
dated 11 June 2015

 Comments on further information received from Rose Pipes,
dated 11 June 2015

 Comments on further information received from Neil
Constable, dated 14 June 2015

 Comments on further information received from Kath Davies,
dated 15 June 2015

 Comments on further information received from Alison
Williams, dated 16 June 2015

 Comments on further information received from David Adams,
dated 17 June 2015

5(i)(d)
TCP/11/16(334)
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RTS Ltd
Woodland Managers & Consultants

Earnside House, Muthill Road, Crieff, Perthshire PH7 4DH
Tel. 01764 652858 Fax. 01764 652946

E-mail. rtsadmin@rts.ltd.uk

RTS Ltd. Registered in Scotland No. 86682
Directors: A.G. Robbins BSc(For) MICFor MIAgrE CEnv H.A.S. Robbins MA N.P. O’Neill BSc(For) MICFor CEnv

H.C. Wilson BSc(For) MICFor

Sir George and Lady Sheila Mathewson,

Merklands House

Planning Application 14/01280/FLL

Report on Tree Impacts

Application has been submitted to Perth and Kinross Council to construct two dwellings at the northern entrance to
Merklands House, Kirkmichael.

The development sites are situated in an area of mixed woodland. Woodland and trees are afforded specific
protection from development and there is strong presumption against the removal of native and ancient
woodland.

The application has been submitted to the Perth and Kinross Local Review Body (PKLRB) who have requested
specific information on the woodland:

(ii) the applicant/agent be requested to provide further information to the Local
Review Body in terms of an assessment of the site in terms of its qualities and
value as an Ancient Woodland;

An assessment has therefore been carried out by Harry Wilson, MICFor a Chartered Forester of some
thirty years experience to address this request.

1. Definition of Ancient Woodland.

Ancient Woodland is a specific term which SNH define as “currently wooded, and continuously wooded

since 1750”.

This is further Interpreted as “semi-natural woodland from maps of 1750 (1a) or 1860 (2a) and

continuously wooded to the present day. If planted with non-native species during the 20th century they are

referred to as Plantations on Ancient Woodland Sites (PAWS)”.

2. Existing Information.

SNH maintain the Ancient Woodland Inventory. The AWI is largely based on historical maps (from 1860

and 1750). Owing to the potential inaccuracies in these maps and the scarce information available –

especially for rural areas – the AWI is described as provisional and is not definitive.

The AWI lists the woodland at Merklands as LEPO – Long Established of Plantation Origin. The earliest

maps showing Merklands are from 1750 when it is shown as worked farmland. In 1863 it is shown as

managed plantation and amenity woodland associated with a much developed Merklands House. The

pattern of trees shown in 1863 strongly support the suggestion that this was introduced planting – and not

natural/native.
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3. Site Assessment.

Merklands was inspected on Friday 15th May. The woodlands surrounding Merklands – including the two

proposed development sites are mature mixed amenity woodland. The present planting appears to date

from the early 20th C to mid 20th C. Occasional large mature beech and redwoods may date from the late

19th C. It is unlikely that any trees are from the original 1863 maps. The principal species are beech,

sycamore, lime, horse chestnut and silver fir – with occasional aged cherry. There are areas of younger

trees and younger trees within gaps including beech, larch, Scots pine and birch. Oak and ash are notable in

being largely absent.

The trees are generally in good health with few signs of decay, good annual growth and little deadwood in

the canopy. Exceptions include most cherry and horse chestnut (both short-lived species) and a group of

silver fir immediately above the “Toor” development site. There are a few small gaps in the planting – the

single largest which “Toor” is intended to occupy.

The tree species, the ages and health are consistent with a plantation of introduced trees – perhaps replacing

or following an earlier planting.

4. Impact of development.

4a. Gatehouse. The Gatehouse is intended to occupy a site immediately adjacent to the A924 from which it

will extend back 17m. 7nr trees will be affected.

1- Oak at roadside. In failing health and discussed for removal due to road safety.

2- Large mature beech.

3- Roadside Copper beech. Poor form / spindly. Recent work is likely to have affected the rooting

strength.

4- Lime. Moderate/medium. Healthy.

5- Beech. Small beech at the side of the watercourse.

6- Beech. Very small, suppressed, poor form.

7- Beech. Large.

4b. Toor House. Toor has been fitted into an existing gap in the plantation. There is cluster of silver fir to

the south of the development site which are a notable landscape feature. The development will not impact

on these trees. To the north and east of the Toor two groups of smaller (15metres) trees would be affected.

To the north a small sycamore, small birch, a single Douglas fir and larch would be removed for parking.

To the east a single larch, single small sycamore and 5 small birch would be affected. Other trees to the

south and south-east may need to be crown reduced / pruned to manage future hazards.

Overall the development would not impact on the integrity of the woodland and there is potential for

compensatory planting elsewhere within existing gaps in the tree cover at Merklands.

Harry Wilson MICFor

RTS Ltd, Earnside House, Muthill Road, CRIEFF. PH7 4DH

21st May 2015.
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137 Avenell Road Highbury London N5 1BH 020 7359 3838
peter@pkoenig.co.uk

June 12, 2015

Audrey Brown
Committee Support Officer
Local Review Body
Perth & Kinross Council
The Atrium
137 Glover Street
Perth
PH2 0LQ

Planning application: 14/01280/FLL
Proposal: Erection of two dwellinghouses, land 150 metres south west of Merklands House, Ballintuim

Dear Ms Brown,

Thank you for your email of 3 June with the RTS Ltd report on the impact of building two houses on the
woodland in front of Merklands House in Strathardle.

The RTS report concludes that “the overall development would not impact on the integrity of the woodland
and there is potential for compensatory planting elsewhere.”

This conclusion is faulty and should not serve as an argument for any reconsideration of the Council’s
decision, taken twice in recent times, to reject planning approval for building two houses at Merklands.

RTS argues protection of the woodland should not stand in the way of construction because the woods in
question are not ancient. But the information RTS itself supplies shows the woods do indeed meet the
definition of ancient.

RTS acknowledges there was a woodland on the site in 1863. It says, however, “the pattern of trees shown
in 1863 strongly support the suggestion that this was introduced planting – and not natural/native.”

Leaving aside the fact RTS makes no mention of why such a pattern would support what it says it supports,
the consultants fail to distinguish between trees and woodlands.

A woodland is made up of trees -- and other elements, beginning with trees that used to grow on the site
which have decayed and are now part of the soil.
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RTS may (or may not) accurately specify the age of the specific trees in question. It says nothing to argue
against the fact that there was a woodland on the site well before 1860, and thus the present woodland
does meet the definition which means it should legaly be protected.

This perhaps is all a bit technical. But the RTS report highlights the careless use of the facts in the planning
applications overall.

For example, the original planning application (22/12/14) stated two trees would need to be felled to build
the houses.

Now RTS informs the Council that nearly ten times as many trees will have to come down to make room for
the houses, and other trees may have to be felled as well to make space for parking and “to manage future
hazards”.

The Council’s Development Plan balances the need to conserve the integrity of Strathardle with the need
to allow Strathardle to develop by limiting new construction to existing settlements.

Merklands is not by any definition a settlement in the sense that Kirkmichael and Ballintuim are
settlements. Thus, new construction on Merklands would undermine the Council’s own plan.

Since it is difficult to conceive of a reason for deviating from the Council’s own plan, I continue to object to
the application to build two houses in front of Merklands, and hope and trust the reviewers of the two
rejected planning applications will not reverse those decisions now.

Yours sincerely,

Peter Koenig
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=Z [`TQ^ c[^P_% `TQ [^USUZMX M\\XUOM`U[Z MZP _aN_Q]aQZ` _aNYU__U[Z Ne `TQ MSQZ`

S^[__Xe aZPQ^Q_`UYM`QP `TQ UY\MO` [R `TQ PQbQX[\YQZ` [Z `TQ c[[PXMZP `^QQ_% MZP Ne
M__[OUM`U[Z% [Z `TQ c[[PXMZP TMNU`M` M_ M cT[XQ' GTU_ UZ U`_QXR OM_`_ P[aN` [Z `TQ
UZ`QS^U`e \S aUR N]]YVPN[ai` PN`R'

+' =Z `TQU^ ^Q\[^` [Z `^QQ UY\MO`_% EGF @`P O[Z`Q_` `TQ PQ_O^U\`U[Z [R `TQ c[[PXMZP M`
AQ^WXMZP_ M_ h5[PVR[a I\\QYN[Qi& QR`]VaR Va NQUZS XU_`QP UZ `TQ 4ZOUQZ` H[[PXMZP
=ZbQZ`[^e' EGF OMZZ[` Q_`MNXU_T `TQ QdMO` PM`Q [R \XMZ`UZS [R _[YQ [R `TQ `^QQ_% Na`
Z[`Q `TM` c[[PXMZP U_ YM^WQP [Z YM\_ [R *1/,% UZPUOM`UZS `TM` `^QQ_ Ya_` TMbQ NQQZ

\XMZ`QP `TQ^Q QM^XUQ^ `TMZ `TM` PM`Q' GTQ M^QM TM_ NQQZ c[[PQP O[Z`UZa[a_Xe _UZOQ
`TQZ% MZP Z[c O[Z`MUZ_ M cUPQ YUd [R `^QQ `e\Q_' F[YQ [R `TQ_Q% _aOT M_ NQQOT MZP
7[aSXM_ RU^% TMbQ NQQZ \^Q_QZ` UZ FO[`XMZP R[^ OQZ`a^UQ_ MZP M_ _aOT OMZ NQ O[Z_UPQ^QP
`[ NQ ZM`a^MXUfQP _\QOUQ_ cU`T _USZURUOMZ` QO[X[SUOMX bMXaQ% M_ [\\[_QP `[ _UY\Xe NQUZS
Z[Z&ZM`UbQ'

,' GTQ YMUZ \[UZ` M` U__aQ TQ^Q U_ `TQ `T^QM` \[_QP Ne `TQ \^[\[_QP PQbQX[\YQZ` `[ `TQ

ZM`a^Q [R `TQ c[[PXMZP M_ M cT[XQ' GTU_ UZb[XbQ_ `TQ _[UX MZP S^[aZP RX[^M M_ cQXX M_
`TQ `^QQ_ `TQY_QXbQ_% MXX [R cTUOT c[aXP NQ _Q^U[a_Xe PU_`a^NQP MZP \[__UNXe
PQ_`^[eQP Ne `TQ \^[\[_QP NaUXPUZS_ MZP M__[OUM`QP c[^W MZP PQbQX[\YQZ` [R `TQ _U`Q
#U'Q' UZ`^[PaO`U[Z [R YMOTUZQ^e MZP O[Z_`^aO`U[Z c[^WQ^_% O^QM`U[Z [R TM^P&_`MZPUZS R[^
OM^ \M^WUZS% `TQ T[a_Q_ `TQY_QXbQ_% MZP `TQ \^Q_QZOQ [R `TQU^ [OOa\MZ`_% Q`O'$'

-' 9^MSYQZ`M`U[Z [R MPVMOQZ` TMNU`M`_ MZP `TQ UZ`Q^^a\`U[Z [R RXUST` \M`T_ M_ M ^Q_aX` [R
`^QQ ^QY[bMX MZP Q^QO`U[Z [R NaUXPUZS_ M^Q TUSTXe XUWQXe `[ ^Q_aX` UZ RMaZMX \[\aXM`U[Z_

Y[bUZS McMe R^[Y M c[[PXMZP% UZOXaPUZS `TQ ^QP _]aU^^QX_ MZP NM`_ `TM` Oa^^QZ`Xe
[OOa\e `TU_ _U`Q' =Z TU_ XQ``Q^ `[ `UR P\b[PVY \S ,,)+,),*+.& aUR N]]YVPN[ai` NTR[a [\aR`
aUNa aUR_R UN` ORR[ N hQ_NZNaVP V[P_RN`R V[ Y\PNY ]\]bYNaV\[` \S _RQ `^bV__RY` N[Q \aUR_

[NaVcR ]YN[a` N[Q dVYQYVSRi N` N _R`bYa \S [Rd ]YN[aV[T Of aUR ]_R`R[a \d[R_ \S
AQ^WXMZP_ <[a_Q' =` c[aXP NQ U^[ZUO% `TQ^QR[^Q% UR _aOT cUXPXURQ cM_ `[ NQ MPbQ^_QXe
MRRQO`QP Ne `TQ PQ_`^aO`U[Z [R `TQ c[[PXMZP TMNU`M` UZ `TQ M^QM [R `TQ \^[\[_QP
PQbQX[\YQZ`'

>[ `bZZN_f& > P\[aR[Q aUNa aUR P\[PYb`V\[ \S FHG AaQ& aUNa h\cR_NYY aUR QRcRY\]ZR[a
c[aXP Z[` UY\MO` [Z `TQ UZaRT_Vaf \S aUR d\\QYN[Qi V` UVTUYf P\[aR`aNOYR( >[QRRQ& >
c[aXP _aSSQ_` `TM` `TQ UY\MO` O[aXP NQ PQbM_`M`UZS MZP U^^QbQ^_UNXQ'

= O[ZOXaPQ Ye OM_Q Ne ^QU`Q^M`UZS `TQ [^USUZMX \[UZ`% ZMYQXe `TM` `TQ S^[aZP_ R[^
^QRa_MX [R `TU_ M\\XUOM`U[Z% M_ OU`QP _[ O[SQZ`Xe MZP O[Y\^QTQZ_UbQXe Ne `TQ \XMZZUZS
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\SSVPR_& N_R `\YVQYf ON`RQ \[ aUR 7\b[PVYi` \d[ 8RcRY\]ZR[a DYN[( HUb`& N[f
^QO[Z_UPQ^M`U[Z Ne `TQ @E5 UZ RMb[a^ [R `TQ M\\XUOM`U[Z c[aXP Ne PQRUZU`U[Z OMXX `TQ
UZ`QS^U`e [R `TM` CXMZ UZ`[ ]aQ_`U[Z% MZP `Ta_ UZbU`Q \aNXUO _O^a`UZe [R `TQ ^QM_[Z_ R[^
_aOT ^QO[Z_UPQ^M`U[Z'

J[a^_ _UZOQ^QXe

E[_Q CU\Q_
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Dear Miss Taylor
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In reply to your email I would like to make the following comments.

In the original planning application there was no assesment of the number of trees to be removed and it is still not that clear
especially at the Toor house. There was no mention of crowning trees and it is very unclear how many and which ones are to be
crowned.

The Toor house is being proposed to be built in a very small opening in the woodland. There will be no natural light for the house
as the majority of the trees are over 60 feet high and the tree canopy will therefore block out any natural light. A considerable
number of trees would require to be removed to let light in. It would completely destroy the beauty of the woodland if trees to the
south and east are crowned, most would probably die and it would look a mess. It is said in the report that the Silver fir to the south
would not be touched, this would therefore block out the sunlight and any view. It would be a great loss to the landscape of the
glen if this application was approved.

The Gatehouse is proposed to be built on a site which was in filled with rubble in the previous three years and has a major
watercourse and pipe running under the proposed development. The report states the Copper Beech could have rooting problems
due to this work this is not correct as the ground level is six feet higher up the trunk after all the infilling, than it used to be. The glen
has seen a lot of roadside trees removed in recent years and it would be a pity to remove these mature trees and degrade the
landscape further..

I hope the Council stand by their decision to refuse these planning applications or they are setting a precedent for the destruction
of the landscape by future applicants.

Yours

Neil Constable
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Town & Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997
The Town & Country Planning (Schemes of Delegation & Local Review
Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2008
Application Ref: 14/01280/FLL – Erection of 2 dwellinghouses, land 150 metres
south west of Merklands House, Ballintuim – Ms S Bennett

Attention Ms Audrey Brown
Community Support Officer, Local Review Body, Perth and Kinross Council
The Atrium, 137 Glover Street, Perth PH2 0LQ

Dear Ms Brown

Planning application 14/01280/FLL: development at Merklands House, Ballintuim

Thank you for your email of 3 June, attaching the Report from RTS Ltd requested by by the Local Review
Body at its meeting on 31 March 2015.

I was present at the meeting on 31 March, and was extremely surprised that the LRB requested this Report,
since the over-arching reasons given by the Council Planning Officer for the refusal of the application
precluded the necessity for such a Report. Those grounds for refusal were based on the Council’s
Development Plan for the area and were excellently summarised by the independent planning adviser at the
meeting.

However, here are my comments on the RTS report:

1. The RTS report questions the designation of this area as Ancient Woodland, although it is so marked in
the Ancient Woodland Inventory. Disruption of an area which has been wooded since before 1863 would
result in permanent damage to the ecology of the area, affecting not only the vegetation but the plant and
animal life which has developed over more than 150 years, and some of which, e.g. bats and red squirrels,
are now protected species. The ‘compensatory planting elsewhere’ (mentioned in the report) would seem
somewhat irrelevant to the argument.

2. There appear to be serious discrepancies between the original application’s statement that only two trees
in the Ancient Woodland would require felling as part of this building project, and the assessment contained
in this report that at least eighteen trees would be removed, and that other trees would need crown reduction
and/or pruning to ‘manage future hazards’. The likelihood of felling on a scale much larger than the
applicant's original assessment was pointed out in previous letters of objection, and would appear to be
confirmed by this report.

3. The conclusion arrived at by RTS, that the proposed development would not ‘impact on the integrity of
the woodland’, seems quite wrong. The report seems in fact to make a strong case for the view that it would
have a highly destructive impact on the natural life of this ancient woodland in particular and on the area in
general.
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4. In the Planning department's previous refusals of the application it was stated that the proposal to build
two large houses on this site did not comply with the Council Development Plan requirements. I can see no
material reason why that decision should be reversed and trust that it will be upheld.

Yours sincerely

K M Davies OBE
15 Avondale Place
Edinburgh EH3 5HX
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Dear Miss Taylor
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I would like to register my concerns about the reviewing of the planning applications above, particularly in
respect to the woodland in which the proposed houses would be built.

The two new houses are being proposed within an Ancient Woodland noted as being ‘long established of
plantation origin’. Building two new houses in the woodland will inevitably require a number of mature
trees being cut down to give light to the houses, changing the woodland irrevocably. The woodland is home
to many species of animals and plants, and particularly bats and red squirrels. These would inevitably be
disturbed both by the building process, and by the gardens, car parking, and overall loss of habitat.

As I noted in my previous objection, the houses contravene the Council’s own ‘Guidance on the siting and
design of houses in rural areas:

" Central and local government guidance prefers housing to be directed to rural towns and villages
where services and facilities exist.

" Encouragement will be given to the erection of houses within, or adjacent to, established building
groups which have compact nucleated shapes.

" In exceptional cases, the erection of a house will be permitted where it is accepted that there is
operational need for that house in connection with some rural activity, such as the practical running
of a farm. Such houses should be located at the steading, and preferably be modest in scale, as was
traditionally the case.

The proposed houses are not part of any existing buildings or footprint of any previous building. They
wouldn’t have a ‘compact nucleated shape’. Neither are they connected to a rural activity.

In addition, the new houses would contravene the Council’s ‘Housing in the Countryside Guide’
requirements that state that applications for dwellings on locations adjacent to a working farm will only be
approved where a satisfactory residential environment can be created, and where the introduction of a
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dwelling will not compromise the continuation of legitimate agricultural and related activities or the
amenity of the residents. The new houses do not have ‘a good fit with the landscape character of the area’
nor do they integrate with the largely stone-built traditional houses of 19th century origin. Most of the local
houses are set well back from the road, and the new houses would be right on the road. There appears to be
no space for screening, so they would be clearly visible from the road.

I hope that the Council will hold to their previous decision to overturn this planning application. They risk
otherwise setting a precedent for others to willfully destroy Ancient Woodland and long-established
landscape.

Yours sincerely,

Alison Williams

16/06/2015 9/1 Montgomery Street, Edinburgh EH7 5JU

--
Dr Alison Williams FRGS
https://www.sensepublishers.com/catalogs/bookseries/other-books/bite/

LinkedIn

(+44) 7719 603321
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